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Introduction Screening mutants: Amyloid binding Next Generation Ig-GAIM NPT189

GAIM structure and its binding to Aβ42 fibers Screening mutants: Remodeling amyloids

Mutagenesis Strategy NPT189 engages a wide variety of LC aggregates

Conclusions

The general amyloid interaction motif (GAIM) derived from the
M13 phage tip protein g3p binds a wide variety of amyloid
aggregates in a conformation-dependent manner (Krishnan
2014). Dimeric GAIM-Ig fusions robustly bind and remodel
Aβ42 amyloid aggregates and inhibit tau aggregate propagation
in primary neuronal cells. In transgenic models of AD and
tauopathy, GAIM-fusion treatment reduces Aβ plaque load,
phospho-tau levels and improves cognition (Levenson 2016). In
this study, we explored the mechanism of GAIM-mediated
remodeling of amyloid aggregates by mutagenesis. Using this
data, we designed a next generation Ig-fusion, NPT189, which
in addition to showing improved binding potency to multiple
aggregates, has reduced potential for immunogenicity after
removal of potential T-cell epitopes.

GAIM-Ig fusion variants were screened for improved
binding to Aβ42 fibers and counter-screened for binding
to soluble collagen aggregates.
Top candidates with high Aβ42 fiber binding and low
collagen binding were then screened for binding to
other amyloids like Tau-K18 fibers. Variants exhibiting
potent binding in both primary and secondary screens
were assessed for non-specific binding to unfolded or
hydrophobic sequences using a larger set of proteins like
BSA, scrambled Aβ, and gelatin.
We identified over 15 variants that show improved Aβ42
fiber binding (EC50<5nM) and 20 with improved tau-K18
binding (EC50<25nM). Candidates that bind to both
amyloids were used in the remodeling assays.

GAIM-fusions engage multiple regions on an amyloid fiber
and binding often leads to structural rearrangement or
remodeling of amyloid fibers. This was verified using fiber
diffraction, TEM and cellulose-acetate filter-trap assays
(Krishnan 2014). We observed Aβ42 fibers remodeled by
GAIM-Ig fusions dissolve much faster in a denaturant like
urea than fibers alone. We used sub stoichiometric amounts
of GAIM-Ig fusions (25 Aβ42 monomers to 1 GAIM-fusion)
to calculate remodeling efficiencies of the new variants.
Variants that show improved binding to Aβ42 fibers also
show improved remodeling activities. This remodeling is
both time- and concentration-dependent for variants like
NPT189. This unique activity might facilitate microglial
clearance of amyloid-GAIM-fusion complexes.
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KD 2.6 nM

GAIM is a 2-domain protein that adopts an inverted horseshoe
conformation. Amyloid binding is mediated by a combination of
both hydrophobic and polar residues lining the inner surfaces of
the horseshoe.
For binding activity, GAIM domains must separate and adopt a
more open conformation, which leads to the exposure of the
active site. Opening and closing of the GAIM domains is
controlled by cis-trans proline isomerization and H-bonds in the
flexible linker region (green).
H/D exchange studies show that GAIM binds to the central core
of Aβ42 fibers. This results in robust inhibition of amyloid
assembly and efficient remodeling of fibers into amorphous
aggregates (Krishnan 2014)
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a) Ribbon diagram of the GAIM domains arranged in 

an inverted-horseshoe conformation. b) H/D exchange 

data showing a protected core of Aβ42 fibers in the 

presence of GAIM (red)

In this study 2 separate mutagenesis screens were employed to
improve the therapeutic properties of the drug candidate.
The first screen involved removing potential T-cell epitopes on
GAIM-Ig-fusions. Five potential sequences were identified and
were sequentially removed without affecting the binding
properties of GAIM.
The second screen aimed at improving the potency, specificity,
stability and pharmacokinetics of the fusion proteins.
Mutations that alter protein expression levels were studied and
variants that poorly express were eliminated.
Variants from both screens were combined to create over 20
next generation therapeutic candidates. All the variants retain
their ability to bind a diverse range of amyloid aggregates
[consisting of β-amyloid, tau, α-synuclein and Ig-light chain].
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a) &b) TEM images showing Aβ42 fibers before and after incubation 

with GAIM-Ig-fusions. c)GAIM-fusion treated material shown in panel 

b) dissolves faster when treated with urea. We used 1M urea to 

quantitate the remodeling efficiency of GAIM fusions. Fibers without 

any treatment were used to calculate remodeling efficiency.

• NPT189 shows potent binding to Aβ42 fibers (KD=
2.6 nM). It remodels Aβ42 fibers potently at sub
stoichiometric concentrations (EC50=50-100 nM in
a 2.5μM reaction).

• NPT189 blocks unseeded and seeded assembly of
amyloid aggregates. Efficiency of inhibition
depends on the rates of aggregation and the
seeding efficiency. NPT189 (100 nM) decreased
Tau-K18 (25μM) effective seeding concentration
by 900-fold.

• NPT189 blocks cell-to-cell transmission of α-
synuclein aggregates in a microfluidic triple
chamber system. α-synuclein pre-formed fibrils
(PFFs) were added in chamber 1 and NPT189 was
added in chambers 2 and 3. Aggregates were
reduced in both chambers 2 and 3, demonstrating
inhibition of propagation.

• NPT189 reduces incidence of motor deficits and
neuropathology in propagation model mice
intrastriatally injected with α-synuclein preformed
fibrils.

• Studies of genetic variants has elucidated a GAIM structure activity relationship for 
interactions with amyloid fibrils.

• GAIM binding and amyloid fiber remodeling activities correlate well.

• NPT189 is a next generation GAIM variant with both higher potency amyloid 
targeting and lower potential for immunogenicity in humans. 

• NPT189 blocks cell to cell transmission of α-synuclein aggregates in primary 
neuronal cultures and reduces motor deficits and neuropathology in a mouse 
model for α-synuclein aggregate propagation.

a) SPR sensogram showing NPT189 binding to Aβ42 fibers immobilized on a chip. b) Aβ42 fibers (2.5μM) were treated with different concentrations of NPT189 and 

incubated for 60 hrs. Samples were then dissolved in 1M urea and the residual ThT fluorescence measured. c) Assembly inhibition of Aβ42 fibers in the presence of 

NPT189. samples were agitated at 200 rpm during the reaction and ThT measurements recorded every 5 minutes. d) NPT189 (100 nM) delays fibrilization of tau in RT-

Quic reactions seeded with 7.5 nM Tau-K18 fibrils by an average of 14.5%, which is approximately a 900 fold decrease in the effective seed concentration. e) Cell to 

cell propagation of α-synuclein aggregates. PFFs were added to chamber 1 to initiate propagation of misfolded α-synuclein. NPT189 (100 nM) was added to chamber 

2 and 3 where volume gradient was maintained throughout the experiment. The total area of phospho-Serine 129-positive aggregates in chambers 2 and 3 were 

normalized to number of NeuN positive nuclei for quantification. f) Treatment with twice-weekly NPT189 significantly increased the number of high performers on the 

parallel wire hang task when compared with PBS-treated controls. The effect was observed beginning at 1 month post-PFF injection. The median value of the average 

of 3 trials for parallel wire hang performance for PBS and NPT189 groups at baseline was used to categorize each animal’s performance at each time point: “high 

performer” (>68 sec) or “low performer” (≤68 sec). One mouse that learned to immediately fall was removed from the 15 mg/kg NPT189 group. Data were analyzed 

using a log linear model and Cox-Key post-hoc pair-wise comparisons. 
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Patient subtype tissue NPT189 
Reactivity 
(dot blot)

A κ1 heart +

B κ1 heart -

C λ6 kidney ND

D λ6 kidney +

E λ6 spleen -

F λ6 heart +

G λ heart + +

H λ heart + +

I λ6 kidney +

J λ6 kidney + +

K λ6 spleen +

L (k) λ6 kidney +

L (l) λ6 liver +

M λ6 heart +

Immunoglobulin light chain (LC) aggregates are the most diverse group
of amyloids. Patients carry multiple mutations and there is generally no
commonality or patterns to the nature of mutations in the variable
region. To gain insights into binding specificity to amyloids we studied
the interaction of GAIM-fusions with various LC allotypes. NPT189
engages a very broad range of allotypes derived from patients and
localizes to LC deposits in transgenic mice tissue.
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a) Dot blot analysis showing reactivity of NPT189 to LC aggregates extracted from patients b) Colocalization of 

NPT189 with  λ6 transgenic mice aggregates. Serial sections from mouse gut were stained with NPT189 and Congo 

red.


